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CommitteesCommittees  
United Nations General Assembly
Agenda: “Achieving Sustainable Development Goals with
special emphasis on the Middle Nations."
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By:-Ahana Negi
 and Anaam Kapoor

When all the delegates from the Middle Eastern
nations were asked for their response about the Taliban taking over Afghanistan’s

government, the delegate from the UAE responded by saying that they were looking
forward to cooperating with the group despite their troublesome past.

The debates at the UNGA today
culminated in a high octane press

conference. The Charge’ de
Affairs stole the spotlight away from the

delegates with his string of tough
questions thrown at

the delegates. 
 The delegate of DPRK faced a volley of

questions on their country’s lack of rights
for workers. The delegate of DPRK just
responded by saying that this was an

internal
affair of the country and took

accountability for the conditions of it’s
workers. The

Delegate of Saudi Arabia defended the
issue of the death of Jamal Khashoggi and
acknowledged the fact that murders did
take place inside the kingdom and that

secrecy
was maintained regarding such affairs. 

 



 
 
 

The second day of the grand SNAMUN
started with picking up where it left

off on the first day- with a moderated
caucus. 

 
After giving compelling speeches the

committee started a GSL. The Delegate
of Bangladesh gave a speech how her

country has a magazine named
‘roopbaan’ written by a member of the

LGBTQ+ community. To this USA
brought up the mass killing of 6 gay

men in 2016. Bangladesh tried to
defend itself by saying that all

countries have done things they regret
in the past and now they have learned

from their mistakes. 
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United Nations High Commissioner For
Refugees
Agenda: "Deliberating upon the measures to protect
LGBTQ+Refugees."
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By:- Muskan Malhotra and 
Masoom Chauhan

 After a short break a press conference was
conducted in which countries like Iran, USA,

France, China, Bangladesh etc. were grilled by
the International Press reporters Muskan
Malhotra and Masoom Chauhan about the

measures taken by their countries to protect
and accommodate LGBTQ+ refugees. The

delegates engaged enthusiastically and were
forced to think hard before answering. After this

the Delegates participated in a Plan of Action
discussing the problems faced by LGBTQ+ and

coming up with solutions to help them.
 

Once the session ended the delegates had
Headmaster’s Grand Dinner to look forward to.
With their minds buzzing with the engrossing

conversations they had participated in
throughout the day, anticipating the next and

the final day.
 

After a compelling debate on the
topic, the Delegate of China

continued the GSL by talking about
how China is supporting the LGBTQ+

refugees. The Delegate of Russia
countered this by bringing attention

to the fact that China has no laws
protecting the refugees of the

vulnerable community. 



All the delegates eagerly participated in fruitful discussions during the GSL. 
 

The committee then went into a Mod- Caucus, where the delegates discussed
about the economic crisis in their respective countries in respect to the Ukrainian
Crisis. Delegate of Sri Lanka stated that they are working towards resolving their

economic crisis.
 

Every delegate agreed that the issue can only be solved with peace and harmony. 
 

The eagerness of the delegate of USA turned the Moderate Caucus into an
Unmoderated one. Each country has been hit hard with economic crisis due to the

war therefore its only sensible if a solution comes out of all the debate. 
 

With this today’s tiresome but enriching committee ended.
 

Agenda: “Deliberating upon European Security
Measures with special emphasis on Ukrainian Crisis."

United Nations Security Council
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In today’s committee, economic crisis
was the main topic of discourse. 

 
Ever since Vladimir Putin planned to
have a “Soviet reunion”, Ukraine has

been under attack, putting many
civilians at threat. 

 
The Ukrainian delegate asserted that
Russia has no right to call ‘the land’

theirs as it is legally owned by
Ukraine. 

 
The discussion went on about the POA
against Russia expansion. The Russian
delegate responded, that if USA would

stop expanding then so will they! 

By:-Anouska Mukherjee and 
Sukriti Dehloo4
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Working group on the use of Nuclear
Power Sources in outer space
Agenda: "Deliberating on the potential enhancements of the technical
content and scope of the principals of the use of Nuclear Power source in
outer space."
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By:- Riya Saxena and Shania
Khullar

 
 

After that there was a short discussion of the Geneva
Convention.

 
We started with the committee session 3 which was a really

interactive session between all the delegates. According to USA,
NPS helps with the technological enhancement and uses them
with accordance with the international law and believes in the
inter planetary exploration with the help of NPS. Even NASA is
contributing to the advancements of the nuclear power and 83

countries support the notion of NASA. According to
Luxembourg, they do not have any nuclear power plant but

supports the ideals of NPS. After Lunch, there was a sizzling fire
round of questions by the International press where Russian

federation expertly answered all questions.
 

The Committee session was followed by Moderated Caucus in
which Czech republic deliberating on the safety framework of

the use of NPS and transparency of nuclear armament. In
committee session 5, UK raised a motion about the moderated

caucus for the topic discussion upon the accumulation of
nuclear waste and its proper disposal.

 
The committee session ended with a chaotic unmoderated
caucus and then a joint plan of action based on the second

moderated caucus.

The committee started the day discussing the recent incident
where Ukraine emergency services claim that they have

extinguished a fire at Europe’s largest nuclear power plant
‘Zaporizhzhia’ which generates half of Ukraine’s nuclear -

derived power. 
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Emergency Presidential Cabinet of Joint
Intelligence

By:- -Arooshi Bhatia and Sohana Jishtu

 
 
.
 

When the committee was asked about differences
between the CIA and the FBI, they denied the

allegations, but ironically, both sides started arguing
amongst themselves, proving the answer to be an

obvious lie. What if these differences were non-
existent between these two powerful bodies who

are meant to protect and harbour peace in our
country, would America be safer than it currently is?

 
 

The third session on the Emergency Presidential Conference of Joint Intelligence
began with a few opening statements from the Representative of National HUMINT

Requirements Tasking Centre, the Representative of Office of Transitional Issues and
Representative of Office of Russian and European Analysis who explained their

portfolios. This was followed by the strategic break. All the representatives came
together to formulate their joint directives to come to a common solution. 

Some representatives of the CIA and the FBI joined hands and the first joint-directive of the
committee was put forward by the Inspection Division of the FBI along with nine other

delegates. 

The introduced directives were
quite interesting but were

declared ‘largely theoretical’ by
the Chairperson towards the end
of the third committee session.

On the other hand, the other
section of the FBI had a different

point of view on the crisis. The
second joint-directive was

introduced by the Representative
of the Cyber Division of the FBI

along with five other
representatives. The directives
points were quite ‘unique and

creative’ according to the
executive board. Strangely, the
two sides began opposing each

other’s views, which proved as a
challenge in finding a joint-plan

of action
A press conference was held in the

fifth committee session where it
was discovered that there had

been another strike by ‘the
terrorist group’ and the death toll

has exceeded over a hundred. 
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